AP Chemistry – Intermolecular Forces (IMF)
What are IMFs? They are forces between molecules that hold them together
 IMFs are caused by DIPOLES (unequal distribution of electrons within molecules) or POLARITY and can be
permanent or temporarily induced dipoles
Generally Speaking:
Strongest IMF: Hydrogen Bonding
Properties affected by IMF:
Boiling point (BP)
Melting point (MP)
Weakest IMF: Induced dipoles
Vapor pressure (VP)
*** Be careful there are exceptions to this***
Dipole – Dipole IMF

Hydrogen Bonding

Occur between polar molecules (both have dipoles)

THIS IS NOT A BOND, IT IS A TYPE OF DIPOLE-DIPOLE IMF!

 Polar molecules have large ∆En (greater than 0.4)
 Polarity = have partial pos. and partial neg. within molecule

Occurs when hydrogen bonded directly to N, O, F
(b/c these bonds are polar and create permanent dipoles!)

 Most common example is water (H2O)

Trick alert: the hydrogen has to be directly bonded to N, O, F
for H-bonding to occur. Just the presence of these 4 atoms
does not create H-bonding

Induced Dipoles (these are temporarily forced dipoles)
** Occur from e-/e- repulsion when nonpolar molecules get “too close” to each other
** the more electrons present the larger the induced dipole (big molecules can have large induced dipoles b/c of # of electrons)

The Liquid State
The following properties of liquids are determined by IMFs (generally the greater the IMFs the greater the property)

Ionic Solids

Metallic Solids

* Held together by strong electrostatic forces (coulombs
law!) that exists between oppositely charged ions
* The larger the charges of the ions the stronger the IMF

Valence electrons are released, creating an “electron
sea” to which the positive metal ions are attracted (the
attraction is non-directional)

Mobility of the electrons and positive ions account for metals
malleability, ductility, thermal conductivity, and electrical
conductivity

Metal Alloys
Metal alloys are mixtures of metal (or other atoms) that change the properties of the pure metal. There are 2 types:

Covalent Network Solids

Molecular Solids

State Changes

Summary of IMF Effects

